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Abstract 
 The present work focuses on different graph labeling techniques. Graph labeling is an 

assignment of numbers to the vertices or edges or both, subject to certain condition(s). If the domain of 

function is a set of vertices (edges), then such labeling is called a vertex (edge) labeling.  

The recent years of current century is the time when graph theory and its uses have 

received uttermost importance in the field of mathematical research.  Research activities have been 

hastened due to vast use of science, technology and optimization practices. This branch of research hails 

the prominence of one of the fastest budding research fields accompanied by manifold applications right 

from computer science to social science and engineering to management. 

There is a vast scope of research in graph theory.  Research can be done in algorithmic graph 

theory, energy of graphs, labeling of graphs, domination in graphs, algebraic graph theory etc. under the 

umbrella field of graph theory. Graph theory has also an adjacent co-relation with algebra, matrix theory, 

statistics, topology and many such research areas of mathematics. 

Rosa’s introduction (1967) to graceful labeling has got the roots of most of the graph labeling 

problems. Not only mathematics but several areas of computer science and communication networks also 

have a prominent impact of substantial applications of graph labeling. In the study of X-ray 

crystallography, determination of optimal circuit layouts and communication networks, labeled graphs 

play a crucial role.  

Many graph families which admit strongly multiplicative labeling are found. Also, several 

results for various graphs labeling like cordial labeling, antimagic labeling have been derived. We have 

also analyzed and derived some graphs which admit modular multiplicative divisor labeling.  

This PhD Thesis will be useful for new researcher to solve graph labeling problems and finding 

new results. It will beneficial to studying various types of graph labeling techniques. This PhD Thesis 

will help in studying cordial labeling, strongly multiplicative labeling. It can be useful for further 

research in antimagic labeling and modular multiplicative divisor labeling. 
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